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INFECTION PREVENTION & CONTROL FOR SUSPECT COVID-19 

 

PROTOCOL FOR SYMPTOMATIC PATIENT ASSESSMENT / SPECIMEN COLLECTION IN ISOLATION ROOM 
 

1. Before you leave for work ask “Do I have a scratchy/sore throat, dry cough, fever (ask your partner), 
fatigue, shortness of breath”? If so, call ahead to come in for a swab then stay home to wait for results.  

 

2. When you arrive at work, your “buddy” colleague asks you above again as well as a temperature check 
(neither on their own great but together better). If yes, then attend for a swab then go home. 
 

3. Prior to every session, stand in front of a trained colleague who will time your wet use and method for 
hand hygiene (HH) with alcohol based handrub (ABHR).  
 

4. For new staff, competency check in front of a trained colleague for correct method of glove removal and 
surgical mask removal. (all PPE disposed to clinical waste). For staff wearing full PPE, competency check 
in front of a trained colleague for correct donning and doffing including HH. Repeat weekly with expired 
stock to keep your competency because this requires continual checking. 
 

5. Before entering the isolation room that the masked patient has been directed to, don PPE and take a 
prelabelled swab and pathology bag with patient slip inside – open this so you can place the swab easily 
inside without touching the outer surface. Preferably leave stethoscope / oxygen saturation items on 
paper towel on bench in room at least 3 metres from patient chair. To avoid using hands to open, leave 
door just open enough to use foot. (guidelines advise keep door closed). Check patient name. Everything 
needed is on the bench.  
 

6. After examining masked patient, they remove their mask and hold it by the loop. After oropharyngeal 
swab, position patient head and use same swab to do nasopharyngeal swab. When complete, patient 
replaces their mask and uses hand hub on their table. Use your foot to open door as they leave and 
place the swab in the pathology bag left opened so you can easily slide it in without touching outer 
surface on your bench.  
 

7. Now remove gloves, perform HH, put on fresh gloves, take two universal wipes then clean table and 
chairs with one wipe then repeat with second. The second wipe remains wet for at least a minute.  
 

8. Remove PPE at the clinical waste bin 3 metres away from patient chair at your bench – place your 
goggles in container for washing. Perform HH, then put on wearing clean gloves, clean then disinfect any 
equipment which is to be left there e.g. stethoscope and oxygen measuring device. Remove gloves, HH 
 

9. Take your pathology sample with slip inside to the esky and take your goggles in a sealed container to be 
washed and disinfected. Perform HH.  
 

10. Leave scrubs at work. If no laundry service, they can be washed in bucket of warm soapy water then hot 
rinse and left to dry overnight on a hanger.  

 

You may do multiple episodes of care without changing all PPE if you stay in the one room but glove changes 
and HH essential between patients as well as changing any PPE if wet or contaminated or you touch your face.   

 

Please read in conjunction with attached notes and stay informed and updated with Health Department advice 
 

Based on work prepared for Sydney North Health Network, refined for Gippsland PHN update April 14th 2020,  
Microbiologist and Infection Control Consultant/Educator to General Practice 


